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Greenlee® Shotgun™ Shoe
Bend Four. Save More.
September 11, 2013. The Greenlee Shotgun Shoe greatly increases productivity by bending up
to four pieces of conduit at the same time. The company is first to market with the new design.
“The new Shotgun Shoe allows contractors
and prefabrication shops using triple nickel
benders to bend considerably more conduit
than before – increasing productivity and
saving time and money,” said Sumeet Pujari,
Greenlee Product Manager for Bending and
Cable Pulling. “The savings keep adding up for many contractors and prefabrication shops
this investment will pay for itself in less than
one year.”
The Greenlee Shotgun Shoe is compatible with all current-line 555® electric benders [555CX,
555DX, 555C]. A “nested groove” design allows the shoe to bend up to 8 different types of
conduit on the same shoe [Rigid: ½", ¾”, 1”; IMC: ½”, ¾”, 1”; EMT: ¾”, 1”].
“We chose a nested groove design to allow users to bend more sizes on the same shoe – which
means fewer changeovers and even more productivity,” added Sumeet. Other features include
an adjustable length indicator and a clear pointer display for consistent bend results.

For more information on the Shotgun Shoe, contact your local Greenlee representative, visit
www.greenlee.com, or call 1-800-436-0786.

Greenlee
Greenlee is known as a global leader in the professional tool category. The Rockford, Illinois-based
company develops high quality innovative products distinguished by customer-driven design and
differentiated by supply chain excellence. Greenlee also leverages its powerful brands such as Greenlee

Communications, Greenlee Utility, Paladin and Klauke in the electrical, construction and maintenance
markets worldwide. More information is available at www.greenlee.com.
Textron
Textron Inc. is a multi-industry company that leverages its global network of aircraft, defense, industrial
and finance businesses to provide customers with innovative solutions and services. Textron is known
around the world for its powerful brands such as Bell Helicopter, Cessna Aircraft Company, Jacobsen,
Kautex, Lycoming, E-Z-GO, Greenlee, and Textron Systems.
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